Connect the Dots with Data-Driven Investigation Software

If you’re seeking to understand key relationships or derive actionable intelligence from an ever-increasing sea of data, it’s time to try Visallo.

Visallo Empowers Investigations.

Visualize complex relationships within vast amounts of data
Augment intuition with data-driven insights
Promote collaboration across teams
Produce more accurate, thorough and defensible conclusions
Custom Dashboards

• Gain at-a-glance situational awareness and actionable insights with a collection of visualizations
• Adapt your view to specific mission needs and organizational role

Granular Security and Flexible Deployment Options

• A high-security access control model allows you to restrict data access at the finest granularity, ensuring that no one sees something they shouldn’t
• Let us manage everything for you in our secure cloud environment or deploy everything in your own cloud or physical on-premises infrastructure

Common Use Cases For Visallo

Visallo is trusted by analysts and investigators in many industries. Some of the most common use cases include:
• Intelligence analysis
• Law enforcement
• Insurance fraud investigation
• Financial fraud investigation
• Anti-counterfeiting and brand protection
• Anti-money laundering (AML)
• Cyber investigations
Find Hidden Connections in Your Data

Benefits of Data-Driven Investigation

Visallo uses advanced algorithms to give you the most powerful tools available for investigative link analysis, data discovery and geospatial analysis.

Used by analysts, detectives, researchers and investigators around the world, Visallo’s investigative platform helps you produce more rigorous and defensible conclusions by aiding in the discovery, visualization, and understanding of complex relationships hidden in massive amounts of data.

Link and Geospatial Analysis

- Discover complex hidden connections in your data using link charts and other powerful visualizations
- Use Visallo AI technology to intelligently identify entities in your documents
- Let Visallo find relationships between entities that are as far as three hops away from one another
- Gain geographic insight into your data with street maps, satellite imagery, heatmaps, and more

Powerful Collaboration Tools

- Expand insights across investigative teams with real-time collaboration. See your colleague’s changes and insights the moment they are added to the work product.
- Share with confidence. Visallo’s access controls ensure that each user sees only the data they have permissions for, even within a shared case or work product.
- Reach more rigorous conclusions through peer review
Sample Visallo Clients

Visallo’s client base is strong and growing, with a wide range of clients around the world. Our customers use Visallo to investigate their toughest, most complex and most important challenges, including uncovering criminal behavior, investor research, wildlife protection, detecting loan fraud, identifying counterfeit products, and more.

Who We Are

Visallo is a product of Kensho Technologies, a company of S&P Global.

S&P Global is the international leader in credit ratings, energy pricing, financial data analysis, and financial market indices. Founded over 150 years ago, S&P has played a storied role in shaping today’s financial markets.

Kensho Technologies is a machine intelligence and data analytics company founded in 2013. Kensho is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts with offices in Washington, DC, New York City, and Los Angeles. In 2018, S&P Global acquired Kensho for $550M, the largest AI acquisition in history to date.

Today, Kensho partners with S&P’s divisions and select external clients to develop and deploy cutting edge technical solutions—like Visallo—for critical business problems.